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LANDON, GREATER LANDON, UK, June

26, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- The

network access control (NAC) market, a

crucial element in modern

cybersecurity infrastructure, is poised

for substantial growth in the coming years. Starting from a valuation of $3.49 billion in 2023, the

market is expected to reach $12.6 billion by 2028, growing at an impressive compound annual

growth rate (CAGR) of 29.2%. This growth trajectory underscores the increasing importance of

stringent cybersecurity measures amid rising connectivity and digital transformation trends
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globally.

Remote Workforce Management Drives Market Growth

A significant driver behind the burgeoning NAC market is

the rapid proliferation of remote work arrangements. With

more employees working from diverse locations outside

traditional office environments, the need for robust

network security measures has intensified. NAC solutions

play a pivotal role in managing and securing network

access for remote workers, ensuring compliance with organizational policies and safeguarding

sensitive data from potential cyber threats. According to the U.S. Census Bureau, the proportion

of individuals primarily working from home in the United States tripled from 5.7% to 17.9% in

2021 compared to previous years, highlighting the profound impact of remote work trends on

the demand for NAC solutions.

Explore the comprehensive dynamics of the global network access control market:

https://www.thebusinessresearchcompany.com/sample_request?id=13137&type=smp

Key Players and Market Innovations

Leading companies in the NAC market such as Cisco Systems Inc., SAP SE, and VMware Inc. are at

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.thebusinessresearchcompany.com/sample_request?id=13137&amp;type=smp


the forefront of driving innovation. These companies focus on developing advanced solutions

like cloud-based NAC to enhance network security and user experience. For instance, Juniper

Networks Inc. recently launched Juniper Mist Access Assurance, a cloud-based NAC service that

simplifies secure network authentication and authorization, leveraging AI-driven insights to

optimize user connectivity and NAC policy enforcement.

Strategic acquisitions and partnerships also play a crucial role in shaping the market landscape.

Companies like Cisco Systems Inc. and Fortinet Inc. continue to expand their market presence

through strategic acquisitions, enhancing their capabilities in providing comprehensive NAC

solutions tailored to diverse industry needs.

Market Segmentation

The NAC market segmentation includes:

•  Component: Network Access Control Appliances, Network Access Control Software, Service

•  Deployment Model: On-Premises, Cloud-Based

•  Enterprise Size: Small And Mid-Sized Enterprises (SMEs), Large Enterprises

•  Industry: Information Technology (IT) And Telecom, Banking Finance And Insurance (BFSI),

Healthcare, Retail, Manufacturing, Government, Education, Other Industries

Regional Insights: Asia-Pacific Emerges as the Fastest-Growing Region

In 2023, North America dominated the NAC market, driven by stringent regulatory frameworks

and high cybersecurity investments. However, Asia-Pacific is projected to emerge as the fastest-

growing region during the forecast period. The region's rapid adoption of digital technologies

across various sectors, coupled with increasing cyber threats, fuels the demand for advanced

NAC solutions.

Access the complete report for a detailed analysis of the global network access control market:

https://www.thebusinessresearchcompany.com/report/network-access-control-global-market-

report

Network Access Control Global Market Report 2024 from TBRC covers the following

information:

•  Market size data for the forecast period: Historical and Future

•  Market analysis by region: Asia-Pacific, China, Western Europe, Eastern Europe, North America,

USA, South America, Middle East and Africa.

•  Market analysis by countries: Australia, Brazil, China, France, Germany, India, Indonesia, Japan,

Russia, South Korea, UK, USA.

Trends, opportunities, strategies and so much more.

The Network Access Control Global Market Report 2024 by The Business Research Company is

the most comprehensive report that provides insights on network access control market size,

network access control market drivers and trends, network access control market major players,

competitors' revenues, market positioning, and market growth across geographies. The network

access control market report helps you gain in-depth insights on opportunities and strategies.

https://www.thebusinessresearchcompany.com/report/network-access-control-global-market-report
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Companies can leverage the data in the report and tap into segments with the highest growth

potential.
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About The Business Research Company

The Business Research Company has published over 27 industries, spanning over 8000+ markets

and 60+ geographies. The reports draw on 1,500,000 datasets, extensive secondary research,

and exclusive insights from interviews with industry leaders.

Global Market Model – Market Intelligence Database

The Global Market Model, The Business Research Company’s flagship product, is a market

intelligence platform covering various macroeconomic indicators and metrics across 60

geographies and 27 industries. The Global Market Model covers multi-layered datasets that help

its users assess supply-demand gaps.
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